Dear NC CARES: Humanities Relief Grant Recipient,

As an additional opportunity to help the North Carolina Humanities Council demonstrate how NC CARES: Humanities Relief Grant funding has made a positive impact on your organization and your humanities work, please complete this printout photography opportunity.

1. Print out the second page of this document (in color if possible).

2. Create a sign by writing on the page (in black marker, Sharpie if possible) either:
   a. How this NC CARES grant specifically has helped your organization recover or stay operational.
   b. How the humanities in general help us to recover after a crisis such as the pandemic.

3. Be sure to write large and legibly. It will help to limit the number of words (no more than 20).

4. Take a picture of the sign you just created in any or all of the ways below:
   a. At a recognizable feature of your institution (such as a sign, façade, unique artifact, unique room, etc.).
   b. With a staff member, volunteer, and/or board member. Please send us the name and title of the person featured.

5. You can print more than one sign, write more than one message, and take more than one picture (in fact, we encourage it!).

6. When done, please upload your photograph(s) to Foundant.

7. We will be sharing these pictures, so please do not send us photos that we are unable to share (for example, due to copyright infringement, the person in the photo does not wish to have their pictures shared on social media, or the photo includes a minor, etc.). If you share the photos on social media, please tag North Carolina Humanities Council (@NCHumanities).
The Humanities Are Helping Us To:

Recipient of a NC CARES: Humanities Relief Grant for COVID-19 relief